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Lightning nanow bipolar event (NBE) is one of the most mysterious types of
lightning discharge. Since its discovery in the 1980s, both ground-based and

satellite-based observations have been carried out in many regions of the world. There

have been numerous studies on its characteristics of waveform, radiation, physical

mechanism and meteorological context. However, there are still many special

characteristics of NBE that are difficult to understand, and many fundamental problems

such as its production mechanism and relationship with thunderstorm are waiting to be

answered. ln this thesis, I will analyze characteristics of NBE from multiple respects

based on observations with both LF lightning location system and phased anay radar.

This thesis consists of seven chapters, organized as follows:

ln Chapter 1, I introduce basic types and characteristics of lightning discharges and

the general relationship between NBE and normal lightning. Then I review some

important studies on NBE and summarize its general characteristics. At last, I present

the objective and main contents of this thesis.

Chapter 2 introduces experiments, instrumentations and data for this study. There

are four experiments in four different regions. LF lightning location system was built for

each experiment. In the experiment in Osaka region, a phased anay radar was utilized.

General properties of the LF lightning location system and the phased anay radar arc

presented.

Chapter 3 deals with waveform characteristics of NBE. First, large electric field

changes produced by NBEs arc analyzed. Peak magnitude of electric field changes

produced by return strokes, positive and negative NBEs are compared with each other.

It is found that NBEs generally produce larger electric field changes than retum strokes

do, and negative NBEs are more powerful than positive NBEs. Then the characteristic

of temporal isolation of NBE is statistically analyzed. NBEs are usually found isolated

with other discharge processes. Howevel some portion of NBEs can be the initiation

processes of regular discharge processes, and in this case, positive NBEs have much

higher possibility than negative NBEs. At last, characteristics of ionospheric reflection

pairs of NBEs are analyzed. Ionospheric reflection pairs are formed when the LF

radiation of NBE is reflected at the ionosphere and the ground. The arrival time and

magnitude of these pulses are analyzed with a simple model.

Chapter 4 focuses on the discharge height of NBE. Discharge height is essential for

understanding NBE because it determines position of NBE in a thunderstorm. I develop



a method to locate NBE using its ionospheric reflection pairs. This method is much

more accurate than traditional TOA or interferometry techniques. With this method,

discharge heights of thousands of both polarities of NBEs are computed, and it is found

that positive NBEs mainly occur at the height of 7-15km, corresponding to the region

between the main negative charge layer and the upper positive charge layer, while

negative NBEs mainly occur at the height of 15-18km, coresponding to the region

between the upper positive charge layer and the screening negative charge layer at the

cloud top. Further, variation of NBE discharge height in two thunderstorms are analyzed,

and it is found that for a given short time period in a single thunderstorm, negative

NBEs are always observed to occur at a higher altitude than positive NBEs, indicating a

dividing charge layer between positive NBEs and negative NBEs.

Chapter 5 focuses on the relationship between NBE and thunderstorm. First, a

statistical study on the relationship is presented, confirming the general result that NBE

rate increases with increasing convective strength. It is also found that the percentage of
negative NBE seems to increase with increasing convective strength. In another word,

as the thunderstorm grows more vigorous, it is more inclined to produce negative NBE.

Based on the observation of phased anay radar with unprecedented high temporal and

spatial resolution, the spatial relationship between NBE and thunderstorm is analyzed. It

is found that negative NBEs are usually located very close to the cloud top of
thunderstorm; they can be either at the inner or the outer boundary of the cloud top.

Positive NBEs, on the other hand, are always located well inside thundercloud. It seems

that negative NBEs can only be produced in thunderstorms with cloud top higher than

about 14 km. Numerous thunderstorms with lower height did not produce any negative

NBE.

Chapter 6 discusses some major problems on NBE. First, I analyze the possibility

of NBE production in winter thunderstorm based on our observation in Hokuriku region

of Japan. Second, I put forward a hypothesis that NBEs can only be produced above

certain height, that is, there is a height threshold for NBE production. Finally, I suggest

a way to monitor severe thunderstorm with NBE.

Chapter 7 summarizes all the conclusions of this thesis.
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Chapter I

Introduction

1.1 Basic types of lightning discharges

Lightning is an atmospheric electrostatic discharge with very short duration and very

high voltage. Lightning is mainly produced in thunderstorms. A typical mature thunderstorm

in summer usually has three charge layers: main negative charge layer, upper main positive

charge layer and lower positive charge layer. The electric field strength between main

negative charge layer and upper positive charge layer is usually the strongest, so discharge

breakdowns in this region are most easily to happen. Such discharge is called intracloud

lightning (IC) as it is produced inside cloud or sometimes between different clouds without

connecting to the gtound. A discharge process connecting to the ground is called

cloud-to-ground lightning (CG). There are positive CG (+CG) and negative CG (-CG).-CG
typically accounts for about 90Yo of all CGs, transferring negative charges to the ground. +CG

is much fewer, usually initiated from the upper positive charge layer, transferring positive

charges to the ground.

CGs only account for about 20o/o of all lightning, but they exert the most serious

damages to different kinds of properties and even humans on the ground. Lightning strikes

carry an electric current of 30 kA on average. It is a constant threat to power lines. Electronic

devices such as telephones and computers are also easily to be damaged by overcurrents

produced by lightning. Lightning is also a major reason for forest fires. If a lightning strike is

close to a human, it can cause severe injuries or even death. An estimated24,000 people are

killed by lightning strikes around the world each year and about 240,000 are injured.

ICs are much more common than CGs, but they are much less well studied. One major

reason is that ICs induce much less hazard to ground-based objects and humans. Another

reason is that it is much more difhcult to observe and study ICs. For example, discharge

channels of ICs are usually blocked by clouds and cannot be observed directly by high-speed

video; ICs do not connect to the ground, so it is very difficult to directly measure currents and

charge transfers produced by ICs. ICs are mainly produced befween the main negative charge

layer and the upper positive charge layer. Sometimes they are also found below the main

negative charge layer.
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Narrow bipolar event (NBE) is also a type of ICs. It is called narrow bipolar event

because it produces narrow (< 10 ps) and bipolar electric field change waveform. Normal ICs

sometimes also produce narrow and bipolar pulses, but NBE has many other special

characteristics, including very strong VHF radiation, temporal isolation, high altitude and

short channel length. Because of its short channel length (< 1 km), NBE is also called

compact intracloud discharge (CID) by some researchers. There are two polarities of NBEs.

Various differences between positive and negative NBEs will be extensively investigated in

this thesis.

1.2 Overview of researches on NBE

1.2.1 Discovery of NBE

NBE was first discovered by Le Vine in 1980 when he was trying to find the lightning

discharge process producing the strongest VHF radiation lLe Wne, 1980]. He found such

process produced a bipolar pulse lasting 10 to 20 ps as shown in Figure i. 1. At that time, Le

Vine thought this might be a special type of K change process, but he also pointed out some

differences compared with K change process.

Figure I . I Electric field change waveform of NBE recorded for the first time. Adapted from Le Wne

ue8ol.

Similar waveforms were observed in Sri Lanka in 1985 by Cooray and Lundqulsr [1985],
but they only presented basic features of waveforms without further analysis.

Electric field and field-derivative waveforms produced by NBE were extensively

analyzed for the first time by Wllett et al. 11989]. They found that waveforms produced by

NBE were obviously different from those produced by normal lightning discharges.

Waveforms produced by NBE have no apparent association with K changes or other discharge

processes. They named such discharge event as narrow bipolar pulse (NBP) based on its

waveform shape. This study separated NBE from other lightning discharge processes and

THE 13)



CHAPTER l.INTRODUCTION

treated it as an independent discharge event for the first time.

Smith et al.ll999l systematically studied various features of NBE including pulse width,

pulse peak, temporal isolation, discharge height and the relationship with thunderstorm. They

also found that NBE is the radiation source of the so-called "TIPPS" (Transionospheric Pulse

Pairs) fHolden et al., 1995] observed from satellite. Although this study only analyzed a small

sample of NBEs from three thunderstorms and all of the NBEs are positive ones, it

established that NBE is a special type of lightning discharge that is distinctly different from

other lightning processes. After this study, NBE has drawn wide attention as an independent

discharge event.

1.2.2 Observation ofNBE from satellite

The first satellite observation of NBE was made by ALEXIS satellite in the 1990s

lHolden et al., 1995]. Several hundred unusual radiation signals occurring in pairs were

recorded and dubbed as TIPPs. A time-frequency plot of a typical TIPP is shown in Figure 1.2.

At.that time, no one knows what the source of such signals is. In 1999, Smith et al. ll999l
found that TIPPs are originated from VHF radiation of NBEs. Now it is well established that

NBEs produced extremely energetic VHF radiation which can propagate through the

ionosphere and observed by satellite. The signal received by satellite has distinctive features

as in Figure 1.2, so it is very convenient to observe NBE from satellite.

ttr.hrtF.rl

Figure L2 Time-frequency plot of a TIPP event, which is the radiation signal of NBE observed by satellite.

Adapted from Holden et al.ll995l.

Light and Jacobson 120021 analyzed VHF radiation and optical emission of NBE

recorded bv FORTE satellite. and found that VHF radiation of NBE is indeed much more
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CHAPTER l.INTRODUCTION

energetic than that of non-NBE. A surprising result is that NBE is rarely accompanied with

optical emission. In another word, NBE is a type of "invisible" lightning.

Jacobson and Light [2003] further analyzed characteristics of VHF radiation recorded by

FORTE satellite. They found two different types of characteristic signals as shown in Figure

1.3. The signal in Figure 1.3(a) is much stronger than that in Figure 1.3(b), and they

demonstrated that the signal in Figure 1.3(a) is produced by NBE while that in Figure 1.3(b)

is produced by normal intracloud lightning. They concluded that VHF radiation of NBE is

two to three times higher than that of non-NBE. They also found that NBE is usually

temporally isolated with other discharges or appears as the initiation process while non-NBE

can occur in any phase of intracloud lightning.

(r) E
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８
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Figure 1.3 Two types of VHF signals recorded by FORTE satellite. Adapted from Jacobson and Light

[2003].

Jacobson [2003] further analyzed the strongest VHF radiation recorded by FOME
satellite and found that not all of the signals with strong radiation are produced by NBE.

Non-NBE sometimes can also produce very strong VHF radiation.

1.2.3 Relationship between NBE and thunderstorm
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CHAPTER l.INTRODUCTION

Since NBE can be conveniently observed by satellite, it is a potential candidate for

monitoring convective activities from satellite if NBE has certain relationship with

thunderstorm. Therefore, many studies tried to investigate such relationship. Such studies

were mainly based on lightning data of Los Alamos Sferic Array (LASA) lSmith et a1.,20021,

which covers a wide area and can detect different types of lightning discharges.

Suszcynslqt and Heavner 120031 used two-year data of LASA and analyzed the

relationship between NBE and CG. They ffeated CG rate as an indicator of convective

strength of thunderstorm. The result showed that as CG rate increases, NBE rate also has

obvious increasing tendency, but the correlation between NBE rate and CG rate has large

variance. They also found that height of NBE has the tendency to increase with increasing

rate of NBE. This indicates that NBE rate increases as the thunderstorm develops higher.

Jacobson and Heqvner 120051used three-year data of LASA and made more detailed

analysis. They used cloud-top temperatue inferred from infrared cloud imagery to indicate

the convective strength. Such parameter is a much more direct and accurate indicator of
convective strengfh than CG rate used by Suszcynslqt and Heavner [2003]. They found that

NBE and non-NBE are produced in the same meteorological environment, so they stated that

NBE rate can be used to indicate convective strength of thunderstorm as CG and IC. But they

also found some differences between NBE and normal lightning discharges. For example, one

thunderstorm only produces single polarity of NBE. NBEs are more temporally and spatially

compact than non-NBEs. Large numbers of NBEs tend to cluster within a short period and in

a small area.

Lapp and Saylor L20071used two-month data of the upgraded LASA lShao et al., 20061

and analyzed correlation between NBE, CG and IC. They found that CG rate and IC rate have

quite strong correlation while the correlation between NBE and CG or IC is much weaker.

They concluded that NBE cannot be used to indicate convective strength as CG or IC.

lViens et al. 12008] made the most detailed analysis. They used radar reflectivity and

30-dBZ height to indicate convective strength, and analyzed relationship between NBE,

non-NBE and convective strength. Their major conclusions are: (1) NBEs are much fewer

than CGs and ICs, and when they occur, they tend to be in a small area and in a short period.

(2) One thunderstorm can produce both polarities of NBEs. This conclusion is contradictory

to that of Jacobson and Heavner [2005]. (3) When NBE occurs, the convective strength is

usually more vigorous. (4) The correlation between NBE rate and convective strength is much

weaker than that between normal lightning rate and convective strength. At last, they

concluded that NBEs are usually associated with very vigorous convection, but even the most

vigorous thunderstorm may not produce NBE. This is probably the most convincing

conclusion so far as for the relationship between NBE and thunderstorm. It means NBE is

produced in very vigorous thunderstorm, but some conditions other than strong convection
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are required for the production of NBE.

l.2.4Estimation of NBE discharge parameters

For any type of lightning discharge, it is very important to know various discharge

parameters such as current magnitude, current velocity and transferred charge. There are

many studies to estimate these parameters for NBE.

Smith et al. 11999] first roughly estimated dipole moment changes of NBE from fast

electric field waveforms. The average dipole moment change for 15 NBEs was 0.38 C.km.

They also estimated that the channel length of NBE was no more than i km.

Eack 120041 recorded NBE electric field change waveforms at both close and far

distances. On the basis of such records, he calculated that the average charge transferred

during one NBE is 0.3 C, channel length is 3.2 km and travelling velocity of current is 1/3 of
light speed. However, Nag and Rakov [2010a] stated that such a calculation has some errors

and the channel length of 3.2 km is an overestimation.

Hamlin et al. 12007] found that for some NBEs, there is a small pulse after the main

pulse of NBE. As shown in Figure 1.4, they suggested that the pulse B was produced by

reflected current in the channel. Based on such mechanism, they calculated channel length of
NBE from the time difference between pulse o and B (At). Under the assumption of current

velocity equaling light speed, they got the upper limit of channel length of NBE as 2 km.
Iirrre {p.s}

(3)
不 pr * 5.7ps

preSNR * 40.0d8
postSNS * 24.9d8

{b}
(。 )

At縮 7.5藤
α/魔 ～5

o 5n ,';'iLr r5o ?{o

Figure 1.4 Electric field change waveform of NBE with secondary pulse caused by current reflection.

Adapted from Hamlin et al. [20071.

Watson and Marshall 120071 used a modified transmission line model to fit the

close-field and far-field waveforms of NBE presented by Eack [2004]. When they set the

current as exponentially increasing and negative charge moving upward, their model result

agreed with the observation of Eack 120041. Based on the modeling result, they estimated a

charge moment of 0.6 C'km, current velocity of 6x107m/s and channel length of 630 m.

Nag and Rakov l20l0a, 2010b1 analyzed dE/dt waveforms produced by NBE and
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CHAPTER l.INTRODUCT10N

suggested that current was reflected in NBE channel for multiple times within several

microseconds. Based on such observation, they proposed a current oscillation model and

estimated the current velocity between 0.3x108 to 3x108 m/s. Further they used Hertzian

dipole approximation to calculate discharge parameters of NBE. Their results are current peak

of 143 kA, current rise time of 5.4 ps, charge transferred within the initial5ps of 303 mC.

Liu et al.l20l2l made the first observation of NBE channel with digital interferometers.

They found that the vertical scale of NBE channel is from 0.4 to 1.9 km and the current

velocity is from 0.56x108 to 2.6x108 m/s.

1.3 General characteristics of NBE
On the basis of the findings reported by previous studies, here I summarize the general

characteristics of NBE.

(1) NBE emits the most powerful radiation in VHF radio frequency, which is usually

several times larger than other lightning processes. Such signal can propagate through the

ionosphere and be observed by satellite.

(2) NBE produces narrow and bipolar electric field change waveform in VLF and LF

radio bands. This is also why it is called "narrow bipolar event". Figure 1.5 shows waveforms

of typical +NBE, -NBE and -RS. Waveforms of NBEs are obviously different from that of
return strokes, so in many studies NBEs are automatically identified by their VLF and LF

electric field change waveforms. This thesis is also mainly based on such waveforms.

(3) Lightning discharge channels can be recorded by videos and cameras, and we can

study the channel characteristics with these recordings. For NBEs, however, there is so far no

such observation. Studies based on satellite observation suggest that NBE produces relatively

weak radiation in visible spectrum.

(4) A complete lightning discharge usually comprises many processes. For example, a

cloud-to-ground lightning at least comprises preliminary breakdown, followed with stepped

leader and return stroke. However, NBE is usually found isolated with other discharge

processes. Sometimes it is also found to be the initiation of otherwise normal lightning.

(5) The channel length of normal lightning is usually several kilometers long, sometimes

as lonq as 20 km. However. the channel lensth of NBE is inferred to be less than I km.
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1.4 Objective and overview of this thesis

This study will try to solve one of the most important questions on NBE: is it possible to

use NBE to monitor severe thunderstorm? There have been many studies on this issue, but

most of them are statistical study and the results are not consistent with each other. In our

study, we have recorded large number of NBEs in different regions, and based on the

observation of phased array radar (PAR), we can correlate NBE production with detailed

structure of thunderstorm. Different characteristics of NBE in different regions will also

reveal certain clues as to the production mechanism of NBE in thunderstorms.

In Chapter 3, I will first analyze the waveform characteristics of NBE, which is essential

for NBE classification. I will also discuss the temporal isolation of NBE, which is important
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for understanding relation between NBE and normal lightning.

In Chapter 4, I will analyze the discharge height of NBE. Discharge height of NBE plays

a crucial role in associating NBE and thunderstorm because it determines NBE position

relative to a thunderstorm, which further determines meteorological context of NBE

production. I will develop a new method for locating NBE using ionospheric reflection of
NBE signal. This method is much more accurate for determining NBE height than traditional

TOA technique. With this method, I will calculate discharge height of thousands of NBEs and

analyze the height distribution. I will also show variation of NBE height during two

thunderstorms.

In Chapter 5, I will first analyze the statistical relation between NBE and thunderstorm

similar with previous studies. Then I will analyze some cases based on the observation of
PAR. PAR observation shows some characteristic feature on the spatial relationship befween

NBE and thundercloud, based on which I will propose a way to monitor severe thunderstorm

with NBE.

Some important issues will be discussed in Chapter 6 and conclusions will be drawn in

Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Experiment, instrumentation and data

2.1 Experiment

This thesis is based on four experiments, two in China and two in Japan. The time,

location and equipment are summarized in Table 2,I and are described below.

2.1.1 Observation in2007 in Guangzhou, China

In the summer of 2007, an LF lightning locating network consisting of 7 stations of fast

electric field change meters were established in Guangzhou, China. All the electric field

change meters were identical to each other and were similar in principle to that described by

Kitagawa and Brook I1960]. The electric field change systems had a decay time constant of I
ms. The output was digitized at 10 MHz with a resolution of 12 bits and each record had

duration of 1 ms. Each recorded event was time stamped with GPS receivers, and

three-dimensional position of the sources can be determined employing TOA technique.

As shown in Figure 2.I, fle of the stations were located around the central station with a

distance of about 10 km, and another station was located about 32 km away from the central

station. Such a compact configuration is largely different from that of other lightning locating

systems such as LASA lShao et a1.,20061, which has baselines of larger than 100 km. The

reason that we closely located these stations was to carefully and thoroughly study those

storms passing over the stations, in the way of making total-lightning observations. There is

Table 2.1 Summary of four experiments for this thesis

Perlod Location Equipment Note

Aug.6 ～ Augr 24,

2007

Guangzhou, China LF lightning location

sYstem: C-band radar

Jun. 27

2010

Aug. 23, Chongqing, China LF lightning location

svstem: C-band radar

Dec. 2010 ～ Jan.

2011

Hokuriku, Japan LF lightning location

system

For observing winter

thunderstotm

Jul. 6 - Sep.14,2012 Osaka, Japan LF lightning location

system; PAR
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also an obvious limitation, though, that the location accuracy is relatively low for the

discharges far away.

Because this is the first experiment, many techniques were not mature enough. We

started to build this system since May, 2007, and this system started to work stably since

August. Data from Aug. 6 to Aug. 24 are used for this thesis.

A C-band weather radar near the system was used to observe reflectivity of
thunderstorms.

223臨
113 1134        1186        1138

Loh91ude ldegree E)

Figure 2.1 Locations of LF lightning location system and C-band radar for observation in Guangzhou,

China. Observation stations are represented by squares and radar is represented by "*".

2.1.2 Observation in 2010 in Chongqing, China

A similar LF lightning location system comprising nine stations were established in

Chongqing, China in the summer of 2010, as shown in Figure 2.2. This system covered an

area with a radius of about 30 km, much larger than the one in Guangzhou, China. This

system had continuously worked from May to October, 2010. Data from Jun, 27 to Aug.23

are used for this thesis.

There was also a C-band weather radar near the system.
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Figure 2.2 As Figure 2.1, but for the observation in Chongqing, China.

2.1.3 Winter observation during 2010-2012 in Hokuriku, Japan

During the winter of 2010-2011, a small LF lightning location system comprising 4

stations was set up in Hokuriku region near the Japan Sea coast as shown in Figure 2.3.

Distances between observation stations were about 5 km. Each station was equipped with a

fast antenna with a decay time constant of 200 us and frequency range of 400 Hz to I MHz.

Electric field change signals produced by lightning discharges were recorded by an A/D

converter with 4 MHz sampling rate in 12-bit resolution. 3-D locations of lightning discharge

events observed simultaneously by 4 stations were determined by interferometry technique.

Details of this system were described by Takayanagi et al.l20lll.
Because this system covers a quite small area, it could only accurately locate discharge

events close with this network. Therefore, we use the information of lightning location system

(LLS) in Japan to get the location of retum strokes. LLS in Japan is operated by electric

companies of Japan and has a location accuracy of about 0.5 km lMatsui and Takano, 2010].
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Figure 2.3 As in Figure 2. l, but for observation in Hokuriku, Japan.

2.1.4 Observation in 2012 in Kansai, Japan

LF lightning location system in Osaka region of Japan has been set up since the summer

of 2A11. During the summer of 2012, there were 9 stations as shown in Figure 2.4. This

system covers an area with a radius of about 40 km, and the site NGHL has a long baseline of
about 100 km, enabling accurate location of lightning discharges in a large area. The

frequency range and sampling rate of this system are the same as the one in Hokuriku.

The PAR was installed in Suita campus, Osaka University. It started working since July 6,

2012. It has very high temporal and spatial resolution, enabling us to observe detailed

structure of rapidly evolving thunderstorms. Details of PAR will be described insection2.2.2.

Since the PAR started working on July 6, lightning data from the same day are analyzed.

And because there were few thunderstorms since October. 2012. I have only analyzed data

before September 14.
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Figure 2.4Locations of LF lightning location system and PAR in Osaka, Japan. Observation stations

are represented by squares, and the PAR is represented by "*".

2.2 Instrumentation

2.2.I LF lightning location system based on USRP

In each experiment, we had an LF lightning location system. These systems have quite

similar components and functions. Here I only introduce our newest version based on USRP

(Universal Software Radio Peripheral).

Generally speaking, USRP is a type of software radio. The USRP is connected with a

host computer through a Gigabit Ethernet link, and the host computer can control the USRP

and do the data transmission and receiving. All the waveform-specific processing such as

modulation and demodulation are also done on the host computer. One USRP is usually

consisted of three parts: motherboard, daughterboard and GPS disciplined oscillator (GPSDO).

The motherboard provides basic components required for signal processing including FPGA,

ADCs, DACs and power regulation. There are several types of daughterboards for different
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purposes. We are using a LFRX daughterboard which works as a receiver in DC to 30 MHz

radio bands. The GPSDO is a combination of a GPS receiver and a high-quality, stable

oscillator. It can provide a time reference accurate to nanoseconds.

A crucial advantage of USRP is that it can digitize signal into memory while at the same

time writing records to hard disk. In such a way, it has absolutely no dead time. Dead time

was a common problem for lightning recording systems. When lightning discharge triggers

the system, the system needs to stop to write the stream onto hard disk, and the signal during

the period of writing is lost. The USRP has perfectly solved this problem. A comparison

between USRP and old systems is shown in Figure 2.5. lt shows one-second waveforms

recorded by different stations. The first station was using USRP while the others were using

old system. During that period, lightning discharges were very frequent. The waveform in the

first panel shows continuous triggering. This station recorded all of the signals in this period.

For the old systems, there was always some dead time between two triggers. During the dead

time, the signalwas not recorded and was lost.
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Figure 2.5 One-second waveform recorded by different stations of LF lightning location system. The first

panel was recorded by a station using USRP. Others were recorded by old A/D converters.

The main components of a single station are a flat plate antenna, AlD converter (USRP)

and a computer as shown in Figure 2.6. The flat plate antenna detects electric field change
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signals produced by lightning discharges. The USRP receives and digitizes the signal and

transmits it to the memory of the computer. The computer processes the digitized signal and

writes a designated length of signal onto hard disk when the signal triggers the system.

Figure 2.6Matn. components of a single station of LF lightning location system.

Figure 2.7 shows the configuration of LF lightning location system. The parts inside the

red square constitute a single station. Each station has a part outside room and another part

inside room. Based on different conditions, the part inside room is sometimes put inside a box

and installed outside. Time-stamped data of each station are transmitted back to the server.

The server collects data from different stations and calculates 3-D locations of lightning

discharges.

2.2.2 Phased array radar

The PAR started working since July, 2012. lt is a single-faced phased-array system

located in Suita campus, Osaka University. In our system, the beam is electronically steered in

elevation direction by transmitting a fan beam and receiving scattered signals as multi-beam

using digital beam forming technology lYoshikawa et al., 20l2l.In this way, one rotation of
the antenna can cover a whole volumetric scan, and the time for volumetric updates can be

significantly reduced. The difference between conventional parabolic weather radar and the

PAR is illustrated in Figure 2.8. The current system can work in two scanning modes:

fast-observation mode and wide-observation mode. Currently the PAR is operated under the

wide-observation mode, which takes 30 seconds for a whole volumetric scan and the largest

scanning range is 60 km. Its temporal resolution of 30 seconds is far better than conventional

weather radar with parabolic antenna. Its spatial resolution is 100 m in radial direction, 1.2" in

azimuthal direction and 0.9' in elevation direction. Such spatial resolution is also much better

17
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than conventional weather radar.

( onrlnsilion (rf t \irgl('\trli0n

Figure 2.7 Configuration of LF lightning location system.

Parabolic radar

Location software

Phased array radar

Figure 2.8 Illustration of difference between conventional parabolic weather radar and phased anay radar.
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Data quality has not been fully controlled. The reflectivity data commonly contain some

contaminations from ground clutters, such as the dark blue region in lower part of Figure 2.9.

Echoes from such contamination have strong intensity (larger than 50 dBZ), but they only

occur at a low altitude (lower than 2 km). Therefore I use height of 20 dBZ to indicate

evolution of thunderstorms as shown in Figure 2.9. Another problem is that observation

within about l0 km of the PAR is not very accurate due to some unsolved problems on pulse

compression in this newly-build system. So data within l0 km of the PAR are not shown.
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Figure 2.9 Height of 20 dBZ calculated from PAR reflectivity data. The PAR is represented by

blue "*". Nine stations of LF lightning location system are represented by red squares. Black

points represent lightning locations within *15 seconds of the radar time.

2.3 Summary of data

Data of different types of lightning discharges recorded in each experiment are

summarized in Table 2.2. ln the experiments in Guangzhou and Chongqing, number of +RS

was not counted because +RS was relatively rare in those regions and was not analyzed.ln

the experiment in Hokuriku, no NBE was recorded, but a special type of discharge named

isolated large bipolar pulse (ILBP) was recorded. ILBP will be analyzed in section 6.1. In the
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experiment in Osaka, only NBEs were analyzed.

Table 2.2 Summary of number of different tlpes of lightning discharges in each experiment.

+RS tS +NBE 二NBE other

Guanszhou × 138148 7882 3994

Chongqing × 174756 36442 7893

Hokurlku 36 131 0 0 ILBP 14

Osaka × × 232 22

* x means not counted



Chapter 3

Waveform characteristics of NBE

3. 1 Pulse peak magnitude

It has been noticed that NBE produces quite large electric field changes since its first

discovery. Le Vine [ 980] reported that peak magnitude of electric field change produced by

NBE was about 1/3 of that produced by return stroke. Cooray and Lundqzrsl [985] had

similar observation. Wllett et al. [1989] reported an even high ratio of 0.72. A recent

obs.ervation showed that peak electric field change produced by NBE can be larger than that

produced by return stroke lNag et a1.,20101.

ln previous studies, the sample of NBE was usually quite small, and only +NBE was

considered. Here I will use the data in Guangzhou, China, which includes large number of
+NBEs, -NBEs and -RSs, to compare the peak magnitude of electric field changes produced

by NBE and RS. The value of electric field change was not calibrated, so digital unit (DU) is
used.

In order to compare electric field changes at different distances, I normalize electric field

to 100 km using the following relationship:

二α=冊 (3.1)

where E is recorded electric field change, -R is the distance befween the discharge event and

the observation station in kilometers, and E,o,is the electric field normalized to 100 km.

Because the relationship in (3.1) is only valid for radiation field, and electric field

produced by lightning discharges more than 50 km away can be treated as only containing

radiation field component, here I only analyze discharge events farther than 50 km from

observation station.

The mean values of electric field changes normalized to 100 km are 430,685 and243

DU, respectively, for +NBEs, -NBEs and -RSs. It seems both +NBE and -NBE produced

larger electric field changes than -RS does, and -NBE is even stronger than +NBE.

In order to analyze the distribution of electric field changes, the value of 0 - 3000 DU is

divided into 60 segments with each segment spanning a value of 50 DU, and the value of
larger than 3000 DU is set as another segment, thus totally 6l segments. Then the percentage
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of events that fall in each segment is calculated for +NBE, -NBE and -RS, respectively. The

result is shown in Figure 3.1. The distribution of -RS is largely different from that of +NBE

and -NBE, showing a predominant portion of -RSs having values below 500 DU. The

normalized mean value of -RSs is 243 DU, which is 0.56 of that of +NBEs and 0.35 of that of

-NBEs. It seems that NBEs are generally more energetic than -RSs in VLF/LF bands. This

result is in accordance with a recent study on +NBEs fNag et aL.,2010].

Ratio of normalized mean value of +NBE to -NBE is 0.63. Their distributions of peak

values have the same trend (Figure 3.1); the difference is in that a considerably higher

percentage of -NBEs than +NBEs have large peak values of electric field changes. For

example, there are 34.65% of -NBEs having peak values larger than 800 DU, compared with

a value of ll.9lYo for +NBEs. Besides, there are 14 -NBEs with peak values larger than 3000

DU, while the maximum peak value of +NBE is only 2900 DU. Therefore, -NBEs show a

much higher possibility to produce very large electric field changes.

Figure 3. I Distributions of normalized peak value of electric freld changes of -RSs, +NBEs and -NBEs.
Each percentage is calculated by dividing the total number of events of each type by the number of events

of this type that fall in each 50 DU-long segment.

3.2 Temporal isolation

Le Wne [1980] and Wllett et al. f19891 both noticed that NBE was rarely associated with

other discharge processes. It has been thought that NBE is temporally isolated within tens of
milliseconds or even one second. However, more recent observations indicate that at least a

significant portion of NBEs serve as the initiation process of normal lightning lRison et al.,
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1999; Betz et a1.,2008).Nag et al. 12010] also reported several +NBEs that occurred during

or after CGs. However, it is still unclear to what extend are NBEs isolated with other

discharge processes. In this study, on the basis of large samples of both +NBEs and -NBEs,
we try to present some statistical results concerning the characteristic of temporal isolation of
+NBEs and -NBEs.

Here I also use the data of Guangzhou, China. Since each record of waveform in this

study is I ms long, and other discharge signals are rarely observed in the same record with an

NBE, I simply define the time difference befween two discharge processes as the difference of
trigger times of the two records. Considering the possibility that two or more independent

discharge processes occur simultaneously at different places, I only consider records of
waveforms that are located within 20 km from each other to compute the time difference.

Besides, the detection efficiency is relatively low for discharges far away and it is possible to

detect NBEs while miss other discharges. In order to limit such detection bias, only those

discharges located less than 100 km from the central station are considered. There arc atotal
of 3205 +NBEs and 1969 -NBEs in this area.

1I.70% of +NBEs are found to be followed by other discharge processes within 10 ms

(defined as post-no-isolation percentage), and 1.59o/o of +NBEs occur within l0 ms after other

discharge processes (defined as pre-no-isolation percentage). The corresponding percentages

for -NBEs are 4.42%o and l.73Yo.It is diffrcult to tell the distinguishing features merely from

these values, but when comparing with the corresponding values of normal discharge

processes, the significance of the results is obvious. There are totally 244989 triggering events

in the analysis area, and normal discharge processes are picked out simply by excluding NBE

records from these triggering events. It is found that the post-no-isolation percentage of
normal discharge processes is 12.97o/o, and the pre-no-isolation percentage is 13.13%. Table

3.1 summarizes these results.

Table 3.1 Characteristics of temporal isolation

う
ん

Post-no-isolation

percentage

Pre-no-isolation

percentage

+NBE
二NBE

No....al diScharge process

11.700/0

4.42%

12.97%

1.59%

1.730/。

13.130/0

The above result has twofold meaning. First, it is natural that the post- and

pre-no-isolation percentages of normal discharge processes are almost the same. However, by

comparison, the post-no-isolation percentages of both polarities of NBEs are much larger than

their pre-no-isolation percentages. It indicates that both polarities of NBEs have much higher

chance to serve as the initiation processes than to be initiated by other discharge processes. It
agrees with the fact that previous studies le.g., Rison et ol., 1999] have observed that NBEs
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initiate intracloud discharges while no study has reported any reliable observation of NBEs

following other discharge processes on a timescale of several milliseconds. Second, the

post-no-isolation percentage of *NBEs, which is close to that of normal discharge processes,

indicates that a significant portion of +NBEs are indeed followed by other discharge processes.

Such example is not difficult to find in our dataset. Figure 3.2 shows an example of a +NBE

followed by typical intracloud discharges. The post-no-isolation percentage of -NBEs is much

smaller, indicating that -NBEs are more likely to be temporally isolated with other discharge

processes. This is also consistent with the observation by Rison et al. 11999] that all NBEs

initiating normal intracloud discharges are positive polarity.
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Figure 3.2 An NBE followed by typical intracloud discharges. The distance between two successrve

discharge events calculated from their locations provided by the LF lightning location system is no larger

than 3.5 km, which indicates that these discharges probably belong to the same process.

ln some rare cases, NBE is found followed by other discharge processes within one

millisecond. Figure 3.3 shows an NBE followed by a -RS within about 0.5 ms. But such case

is not conunon, and there is no evidence that there discharge processes are physically

associated, so I will not further discuss it here.
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Figure 3.3 An NBE followcd by a― RS within about O.5 ms.
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3.3 Ionospheric reflection pairs of NBE
Low frequency radiation of NBE can be reflected between the ground and the D layer of

the ionosphere. Although some part of the energy is lost during transmission and reflection, it
can still be treated as specular reflection as illustrated in Figure 3.4. Figare 3.5 shows

waveforms of NBEs in different distances with ionospheric reflection pairs. As in Figure

3.5(a), the pulse 0 is the direct signal from NBE. When the signal is first reflected by the

ionosphere and then received by the station, it forms the pulse la. If the signal is first

reflected by the ground and then by the ionospheric and then received by the station, it forms

the pulse lb. In Figure 3.5(b), there are two reflection pairs. The second pair is formed when

the signal is reflected between the ionosphere and the ground for two turns. The farther the

NBE is, the more turns of the reflection are, as shown in Figure 3.5(c) and (d).

One feafure in Figure 3.5 is that as the distance between NBE and observation station

increases, the magnitude of the first-hop reflection (pulses la and lb) relative to the direct

signal (pulse 0) increases. ln Figure 3.5(a), the reflection pulses are very small at a distance of
less than 200 km. ln Figure 3.5(b), the reflection pulses become comparable to the direct

pulse. And in Figure 3.5(c) and (d), the reflection pulses are even larger than the direct pulse.

The ith station

Figure 3.4Illustration of ionospheric reflection of radiation signals of NBE.
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Figure 3.5 Electric field waveforms of NBEs in different distances with ionospheric reflection pairs.
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Set the amplitude of direct signal as A6, the average amplitude of the first-hop reflection

pulses as A1, so their ratio r is:

.4"

A

And I calculate the value of r for every NBE with ionospheric reflection in Chongqing,

China. The result is shown in Figure 3.6. It shows as the distance increases, the ratio r
generally decreases. This is because as the distance increases, the incidence angle ofreflection

increases and more energy is reflected back. On the other hand, the energy of the direct signal

decreases due to increasing distance. As a result, the ratio between the direct signal and

reflection signals decreases. We can also see that only NBEs farther than about 65 km can

produce reflection signals. When NBE is too close with the observation station, the incidence

angle of reflection is too srnall and most of the energy is transmitted through the ionosphere.

150 m 250 300

Distance (km)

Figure 3.6 Scatterplot of the value r and the distance between the NBE and the observation station for each

NBE (Every NBE is observed by multiple stations, so each point represents the observation of one station.

The definition of r is in equation 3.2.).

Another feature in Figure 3.5 is that as the distance increases, the time between direct

pulse (0) and the first-hop reflection pulses (la and lb) decreases. The time between two

reflection pulses (la and lb) also decreases. Such relationship is simply determined by the

geometry illustrated in Figure 3.4.ln fact, the time differences between pulses 0, la and lb
are determined by 3-D location of the NBE (xa, y6, h) and height of the ionosphere (11). Based

on such relationship, we can calculate 3-D location of NBE and ionospheric height using the

time difi[erences. In the next chapter, I will analyze such relationship in detail and develop a

27
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method to determine 3-D location of NBE and ionospheric height.



Chapter 4

Discharge height of NBE

4.I Locating method based on ionospheric reflection of NBE

pulse

As introduced in section 3.3, the time difference between direct pulse of NBE and its

reflection pulses are determined by 3-D location of the NBE and height of the ionosphere.

Based on this mechanism, we can calculate 3-D location of NBE and ionospheric height from

these time differences. Smith et al. lI999l first used this method to calculate NBE height and

ionospheric height. However, this method is only applicable when the distance of the NBE is

already known. Here I develop this method to calculate 3-D location of NBE and ionospheric

height simultaneously.

Based on the geometric relationship in Figure 3.4,we have the following relations:

c4α =J(2〃―乃一ろ)2+42_J● _z′ )2+42

ε′め=ぜ(2正r+乃 ―z′ )2+42__NI(カ ー4)2+42

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

where t, is the arrival time difference of signal la and 0, and t,u is the arrival time

difference of signal lb and 0 in Figure 3.5(a). Both of 1,, and t,u can be measured directly

from NBE waveforms. r, is the horizontal distance between the NBE and the ith observation

station, given by

1 = R' arccos [sin(xo ) sin(x, ) + cos(xo ) cos(x, ) cos (y o - y,)]

where R is the radius of the earth, xo and yo are the latitude and longitude of the NBE,

and x, and y, are the latitude and longitude of the i th station.

In equations (4.1) and (4.2) the earth is heated as a flat plane. In this calculation, NBEs

with ionospheric reflection pairs are mostly observed between 100 km and 300 km from the

network. The ones nearer cannot produce clear reflection pairs and the ones farther cannot be

effectively detected. In this range, the error caused by flat earth model is around 100 m, thus

can be neglected. Equation (a.3) is based on spherical coordinates rather than Cartesian
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coordinates because it turns out that such consideration does not significantly increase the

complexity of calculation but it should be closer to the reality.

Substituting equation (4.3) into equations (4.1) and (4.2), the two equations have four

unknowns. Each station can provide such two relations, so records of at least two stations can

provide a set of solutions. However, it is extremely diffrcult to solve such nonlinear equations.

Therefore I use optimization method to get the solutions. From equations (4.1) and (4.2),I
construct the followin g target function:

/(〃 ,あ,為 ,乃 )=Σ
[ε
ち一

(4.4)

+[C4ゎ

where n is the number of stations observing the same NBE. In this study, every NBE is
usually simultaneously observed by 5 or more stations, so optimization method can be used to

minimize the function @.$ and get the solution for 3-D location of NBE (xo, yo, h) and

ionospheric height (FI).

When we get a set of solution (H*, h*, x0*, y0"), the value of function ( .a) is the residual

6n:

C=/(〃ち乃ち為ちガ) (4.5)

We can evaluate the accuracy of the result from the residual. However, this residual is

related with the number of stations (n), so it cannot directly show the accuracy of result. Here

I construct the residual d that is not related with n:

^tau = l; (4.6)

The value of d is in meters. When it is smaller than 1000, the error in the result due to

computational inaccuracy is smaller than 1000 m and the result is thought relatively accurate.

NBEs located with this method are compared with composite radar reflectivity as shown

in Figure 4.1. The storms are nearly 200 km away from the network, and most NBEs

correspond well with high reflectivity cores. This result shows that the accuracy of this

method is generally satisfactory considering the long distances between the storms and the

network and the small area that the network covers.

2H -h- z,)2 7]2

2〃 +77-Z′ )2+ζ 乃_z′ )2+42]2
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1 13 1 13.5 114
Longilude

Figure 4.1 Composite radar reflectivity with locations of NBEs within 6 minutes of the radar time. Black "*"
represent NBEs, which are located by their ionospheric reflection pairs. Red dots represent observation

stations. Red "+" represents the radar station.

Using this method, I calculated the discharge height and ionospheric height of 555

+NBEs and 174 -NBEs in Guangzhou, China, as shown in Figure 4.2. +NBEs and -NBEs
show surprisingly distinctive source heights. Heights of most +NBEs ranged from 8 to l6 km,

and heights of most -NBEs ranged from l6 to l9 km. This result agrees well with the result of
Smith et al. [2004], further demonstrating that +NBEs and -NBEs occur in distinctly different

altitudes. Ionospheric virtual heights are mostly between 85 km and 95 km. Since NBEs with

ionospheric reflection pairs were all observed at night in this study, from about 6 pm to 6 am

local time, this result generally agrees with Smith et al.12004] as well.

8 August m7 18 12
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Figure 4.2 A scatterplot of source height of NBEs versus ionospheric virtual height. The results are

computed by ionospheric reflection pairs. Only those NBEs located within high reflectivity cores are

included.

4.2Improved method for locating NBE
In most cases, we are only interested in the 3-D location of NBE while the ionospheric

height is a known quantity. Therefore, I make a modification to the method in section 4.l,that
is, setting the ionospheric height as a constant: H = Ho:90 km. Therefore the function (4.4)

is rewritten as:

/(力 ,為 ,ッ0)=Σ
[α
″―軟2■亀―カー4)2+42+Nに

(4.7)

+[ε
4み
―イ(2JfO+カ ー4)2+42+軟乃_4)2+42]2

Function (4.7) has only three unknowns that determine 3-D location of NBE.

There are two reasons for such a modification. First, with the ionospheric virtual height

set as a constant, the number of unknowns decreases from four to three and as a result, the

computational accuracy is improved. Figure a3@) and (b) show results of NBE locations

computed with function @$ and function (4.7), respectively. In Figure 4.3(a), most NBEs are

located close to high-reflectivity cores, but some of the location results such as the ones in the

white area obviously involve large errors. However, in Figure 4.3(b), almost all NBE
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locations are quite well corresponded with high-reflectivity cores? showing much higher

accuracy for the results computed with function (a.T. Since the latitude, longitude and height

of an NBE are determined simultaneously with function @.7) using optimizatton method, it is

believable that results of NBE discharge height will also have higher accuracy when

computed with function (4.7). Second, NBEs with ionospheric reflection pairs in this study

were all observed at night when the variation of the ionospheric virtual height is relatively

small. Smithet al. [20041 showed thatvariation of the ionospheric virtual height forradiation

waves of NBEs is most significant during the transition between day and night. Relevant

studies also showed that ionospheric virtual height atYLF/LF frequencies is around 90 km at

night fBracewell et al., 1951]. In order to determine the influence of possible variation of
ionospheric virtual height (Ho) on the result of NBE diicharge height (h), I repeated

computation with function (4.7) with different choices of 110 from 85 km to 95 km. Figure

4.4 shows variations of i with different choices of Ho for l0 NBEs in different altitudes.

With +5-km variation of Ho, variation of the result of ft ranges from +0.27 km to +0.87 km.

Therefore, setting H as a constant will not have a significant influence on the result of ft

but will increase accuracy of the result, and I believe it is a reasonable treatment.

This method only utilizes time delays between different pulses in the same waveform

record, so differences of arrival times of the signal to different observation stations, which are

essential in the traditional time-of-arrival technique, are irrelevant with the computation. The

error of the computation in this method mainly comes from misidentifications of the

reflection pulses, which have been avoided in several ways in this study. First, NBEs far away

from the network, which produce polarity reversal of ionospheric reflections or multiple-hop

reflections lSmith et al., 2004], are not utilized for computation. In this study, most NBEs

producing clearreflection pulses and used forcomputation are between about 100 km to 300

km from the network. In this range, reflection pulses largely resemble the one in Figure 3.5(a)

and are easy to be automatically identified. Second, all the automatic identifications of
reflection pulses are manually checked to make sure that there is no apparent misidentification.

Such re-examination ensures that there are no large errors in the computation. Finally, the

residual of function (4.7) can also indicate error magnitude in the computation, and results

with larser-than-normal residuals will be excluded.
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(b) Locations of NBEs computed with function (4.71
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Figure 4.3 Composite radar reflectivity with locations of NBEs within 6 min of the radar scanning time.
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Black triangles represent NBE locations computed with their ionospheric reflection pairs using function 4.4

(a) and function 4.7 (b).
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Figure 4.4 Yariation of NBE discharge height (r) with different choices of ionospheric virtual height (Ha)

for ten NBEs in different altitudes. Aht is difference between results of ft computed with Ho:90 km and

Ho:85 km. th2 is difference between results of & computed with Ho=95 km and Hrr90 km.

In order to estimate errors in the results of NBE discharge height due to inaccuracy in

determining reflection pulses, I made the following test. For a typical NBE observed by five

stations, up to 4-ps error is intentionally added in the identification of ionospheric reflection

pulse recorded by two of the five stations. Under such condition, 2-D location (latitude and

longitude) of the NBE is up to 40 km from the original position, which is a significant error.

However, the height result shows no larger than 0.5-km variance from the original resulto

indicating that the height result is much more stable than the results of latitude and longitude.

This can also be qualitatively seen from function (4.7), in which 4, determined by latitude

( xo ) and longitude ( yo ) of NBE, is a much larger quantity (-200 km) than the height (h , -15
km). The value of 4 (and the value of xo and yo ), therefore, has the largest variation

through the process of searching the minimum of the function, while the value of ft has

relatively small variation. For the same reason, if function (a.a) is utilized, results of
ionospheric virtual height (H , -90 km) will also have relatively large variations (Figure 4.2).

Since errors in 2-D locations of NBEs rarely exceed 40 km according to comparisons of NBE

locations with radar reflectivity, errors in discharge heights of NBEs due to inaccuracies in

determining reflection pulses are generally smaller than 0.5 km.
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4.3 Statistical results of NBE discharge height

With the method introduced in section 4.2, discharge heights of thousands of NBEs in

Guangzhou and Chongqing were calculated. In Guangzhou, there are a total of l3l 8 and 625

height results for +NBEs and -NBEs. The geometric means (GMs) of discharge height are

l2.l km and 17.3 km, and the arithmetic means (AMs) are 12.3 km and 17.3 km. In
Chongqing, there are a total of 5489 and 1400 height results for +NBEs and -NBEs with GMs

of 9.9 km and 17.5 km and AMs of 10.0 km and 17.5 km, respectively. Statistics of discharge

height of NBEs observed in these two regions are summarized in Table 4.1. All the results are

given as above ground level (AGL), but they should not have much difference with the

heights above mean sea level (AMSL) because all station elevations in Guangzhou are

smaller than 100 m and the ones in Chongqing are mostly around 300 m.

Table 4.l Statistics of Discharge Height ofNBEs

Number GM(km) AM(km) Maximum(km) Minimum(lm)

+NBE  1318
Guangzhou

二NBE   625

12.1

17.3

12.3

17.3

17.5

19.6

7.0

14.6

Chongqing +NBE  5489
=NBE   1400

9.9

17.5

10.0

17.5

17.8

19.9

6.4

7.0

Figure 4.5 shows distributions of discharge heights of NBEs observed in Guangzhou and

Chongqing. It clearly shows that +NBEs and -NBEs occur in two different altitudes, with -
NBEs mostly higher than +NBEs. Most +NBEs occur between 8 and 16 km while most -
NBEs occur between 16 and 19 km in Guangzhou. The distribution in Chongqing is quite

similar, with +NBEs converging in lower altitudes compared with that in Guangzhou. Such

distribution is also consistent with the result of Smith et al. 12004], further confirming that -
NBEs occur at a region higher than +NBEs.

An interesting result in my calculations is that very few NBEs are above 19 km as shown

in the height distribution in Figure 4.5. As summarized in Table 4.1, the highest NBE in
Guangzhou is 19.6 km, and the highest one in Chongqing is 19.9 km. However, there are only
6 NBEs (0.31%) in Guangzhou and 18 NBEs (0.26%) in Chongqing above 19 km, all of
which are negative polarity. The majority of -NBEs occur between l6 km and 19 km with a
peak between 17 and 18 km, both in Guangzhou and Chongqing. The result given by Smith et

al. [20041also showed a peak around 17 km in height distribution of -NBEs (see their Figure

5). According to their distribution curve, which shows a sudden decrease above 20 km, it
seems very likely that most NBEs above 20 km are resulted from errors probably caused by

misidentifications of reflection pulses in their automatic identification routine. Nag et al.
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[2010] also showed several +NBEs that were above 20 km. In our study, the maximum

heights of +NBEs are 17 .5 km and 17.8 km, respectively, in Guangzhou and Chongqing, and

the majority of +NBEs are below 15 km. Smith et al. [2Q041 also showed very few +NBEs

were above l7 km. Considering their very small sample (48 +NBEs), it seems that results of
+NBEs above 20 km in Nag et al. 12010] may due to computational errors.

(a) Guangzhou レi・ク
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Figure 4.5 Dishibutions of discharge heights of NBEs observed in (a) Guangzhou and (b) Chongqing.
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The minimum height of -NBE in Chongqing is 7.0 km, much smaller than that in

Guangzhou. However, there are only 5 -NBEs (0.073%) below 14 km in Chongqing, among

which 2 were around 12 km and 3 were from 7 to 7.5 km. Other than these 5 cases, the

minimum height of -NBE in Chongqing is l4.l km, similar to that in Guangzhou. As for the

five -NBEs with exceptionally low height, I checked their waveforms and re-examined the

computation procedure, and I believe the height results are accurate. However, I am not sure

whether they are truly NBEs, which produce not only narrow and bipolar pulses in low

frequency radio bands but also very strong radiation in high frequency radio bands. It is
possible that they are polarity-inverted intracloud discharges produced below the main

negative charge layer lQie et al., 20051. Such intracloud discharges may produce large bipolar

electric field change waveforms that are similar to NBEs. Since we do not have observations

in VHF bands to help identiff NBEs, such misidentification is possible. Even if they are truly

NBEs, they should have some special characteristics or are produced in special conditions as

they are significantly lower than other -NBEs and only account for an extremely small

percent (0.073%).

In summary, we state that -NBEs mostly occur between l6 and l9 km; few are above 19

km or below 14 km. +NBEs occur in a wider range, mostly between 7 and 16 km. On the

basis of discharge height distributions and discharge polarities, I conclude that +NBEs are

probably produced between the main negative charge layer and the upper positive charge

layer while -NBEs are probably produced between the upper positive charge layer and the

screening negative charge layer at the cloud top as roughly illustrated by Figure 4.6. Such a

charge structure is consistent with typical charge distributions in updraft regions of
thunderstorm s lStolzenburg et al., I 998].

Tropopause

18 kロ

16 km

2 km

Figure 4.6 Illustration of discharge heights of +NBE and -NBE with respect to the charge layers rn a

―NBE

OOO

+NBE

thunderstorm.
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4.4Yariation of NBE discharge height in thunderstorms

Fierro et al. [2011] discussed variation of NBE discharge heights in Hurricanes Rita and

Katrina, but NBEs in their study were all positive polarity. Here we present the first analysis

of height variations of both polarities of NBEs in two thunderstorms. Both of these two

thunderstorms occurred at night with a distance of about 200 km from the lightning location

network, so most of NBEs were recorded with well-defined ionospheric reflection pairs and

could be located with the method introduced in section 4.2. Although radar observations of
these two thunderstorms are available, which can be used to relate NBEs with the

thunderstorm producing them, the radar stations were too far away in most periods of the

thunderstorms and therefore could not sive accurate information on the structure of the

thunderstorms.

The first thunderstorm was obseryed in Chongqing, which was the only one in the

observation in Chongqing that produced more -NBEs than +NBEs. As in Figure 4.7,there are

615 +NBEs and 1108 -NBEs, most of which are produced in the period from 23:30 to 02:30.

Similar to the height distribution in Figure 4.5(b), height of +NBE shows a much larger

variation than that of -NBE. In the period from 00:00 to 02:00, height variations of +NBEs

are as large as 8 km in several minutes. Fieto et al. l20lll shows that in each NBE burst in

Hurricanes Rita and Katrina, height variations of +NBEs are only 2 to 3 km. However, at the

end of the Hurricane Rita, the height variation is as large as 12 km (see their Figure 3), very

similar to my result. The reason for such large height variation is currently unknown. It may

be simply because NBEs can be produced in any place between corresponding charge layers

as illustrated in Figure 4.6. Relatively small height variations of -NBEs indicate nalrow space

between upper positive charge layer and the screening charge layer. It is also reported that

these two charge layers are sometimes partially mixed with each other LRiousset et al., 20101.

Each 15 successive +NBEs and -NBEs, respectively, are grouped together (the last

group may contain less than 15 +NBEs or-NBEs), and the average height of each group is

computed and represented by blue and green triangles in Figure 4.7.The density of triangles

can also indicate NBE rate. Rate of +NBE and -NBE generally correspond with each other,

both of which reach very large values in the period from about 00:00 to 02:00. In this period,

a considerable amount of +NBEs are occurring at relatively large heights (above 13 km). At
the end of this thunderstorm (after about 03:00), few -NBEs are produced, and all +NBEs are

occurring at lower heights (no +NBE is above 10 km after 03:00). In the periods when no -
NBE is produced (indicated by shaded rectangles in Figure 4.7),there are 87 +NBEs with an

average height of 10.1 km, while in the periods with -NBEs, there are 528 +NBEs with an

average height of I1.0 km. So +NBEs are generally higher when -NBEs are produced at the

same time.

39
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The black curve in Figure 4.7 divides +NBEs and -NBEs into two sides, representing

possible heights of the upper positive charge layer (see charge structure in Figure 4.6). It is
interesting to note that all -NBEs are above the curve and all but two +NBEs are below the

curve, indicating that -NBEs are always above +NBEs at the same moment, consistent with

the charge structure for NBE productions in Figure 4.6. It also indicates that height results in

Figure 4.7 do not have significant errors, otherwisethere should be at least some +NBEs and

-NBEs mixed together and it would be impossible to draw such a dividing curve.
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Figure 4.7 NBE discharge heights in a thunderstorm in Chongqing. Blue and green triangles represent

average heights for each l5 successive +NBEs and -NBEs, respectively. Shaded rectangles indicate the

periods when no -NBE is produced. Black curve represents the possible location of the upper positive

charge layer, dividing almost all +NBEs and -NBEs into two sides.

The second thunderstorm was observed in Guangzhou, which was predominated by

+NBEs. As shown in Figure 4.8, -NBEs are only produced in a short period. There are a total

of 262 +NBEs and69 -NBEs in Figure4.8. Similartothe case in Figure 4.T,heightvariations

of +NBEs are very large, about 6 km in several minutes. The NBE production shows 3 bursts

in this case in which relatively large number of NBEs are produced in short intervals, similar

to that shown by Fieto et al. l20ll]. In the burst 2, -NBEs were also produced, and the

overall height of +NBEs in this period is larger than that in other periods. In the periods when

no -NBE is produced (indicated by shaded rectangles in Figure 4.8), the average height of
+NBEs is 12.7 km, much smaller than that in the periods with -NBEs, which is 15.0 km. The

black curve has the same function as in Fieure 4.7. Note that all +NBEs are below the curve

and all but I -NBE are above the curve.

Summarizing the above two cases, we have the following conclusions. First, NBEs seem

to be able to occur in any position between conesponding charge layers, making height

variations very large in most periods of a thunderstormo especially for +NBEs. However, at

the end of a thunderstorm, when elevations of charge layers are probably decreasing, heights

of NBEs are also decreasing and usually have small variations. Second, discharge heights of
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+NBEs are generally higher when -NBEs are occurring in the same period. This indicates that

when -NBEs are occurring, updraft is sffonger, lifting charge layers responsible for +NBE

production to a larger altitude. Third, for a given short time period in a single stormo -NBEs
are always observed to occur at a higher altitude than +NBEs, supporting the conclusion that

+NBEs are below the upper positive charge layer while -NBEs are above the upper positive

charge layer.

+NBE
‐NBE
+NBE『nean
‐NBE mean

23:15   23:45   00:15   00:45   01:15   01:45   02:15   02:45   03:15

August 8         Time(hh:mm)        August 9

Five4.8 As in Figure 4.7,but for a thundersto111■ in Guang″ hou.■ e black ovals iabeled l to 3 highlight

NBE bursts.
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Chapter 5

Relationship between NBE and thunderstorm

5. 1 Statistical relationship

Here I first present a statistical analysis on the relationship between NBE and

thunderstorm using the data in Guangzhou, China. In this region, large number of both

positive and negative NBEs were observed, so it is useful for analyzing different behaviors of
+NBE and -NBE in thunderstorm. In this region, the LF lightning location system covers a

quite small region so the observation area is quite limited comparing with previous studies

fe.g., Wens et al., 20081 based on the data of LASA. In order to relate the NBEs with the

storm producing them, only those storms and NBEs that are within 150 km from the central

station are considered because within this range the location effor is relatively small

(indicated by red circles in Figure 5.1). In this area, 9 storm processes are conveniently picked

out according to the radar data. It is worth noting that since the analysis area is relatively

small, the storm processes considered are not always the entire storm processes, that is, a
storm may not be formed within the area or may move out of the area in its later stage. In

order to statistically study the relationship between NBEs and convective strength, the time of
each storm is divided into windows of duration of 6 min, equivalent to the time separation of
radar's volume scans. But the area is not divided into equivalent grids like previous studies.

Instead, only when the area comprises multiple independent storms and each storm produces

NBEs is the area separated into multiple zones to ensure that each zone covers a separate

storm, otherwise the whole area is considered as a single zone. Each zone is treated as a data

cell, and the number of both +NBEs and -NBEs and the maximum reflectivity of this data

cell are calculated. For example, in Figure 5.1(a), only one data cell is considered, while in
Figure 5.1(b), two data cells are considered (illustrated by black circles in Figure 5.1). In this

way, a total of 698 data cells are obtained.

Unlike previous studies, such a procedure creates data cells that do not have identical

areas, but the areas usually do not difler a lot, and when the ratio of +NBEs to -NBEs is
considered, difference of areas is not a problem. An obvious advantage of this procedure is

that each data cell contains a separate storm and a single storm would not be divided into

multiple data cells.
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Figure 5.1 Composite radar reflectivity with locations of NBEs within 6 minutes of the radar time. Red dots
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represent observation stations. Red "+" represents the radar station. Black "*" represent NBEs. The red

circle represents an equidistance of about 150 km from the central station. Black circles are to illushate the

cell-creation procedure.

In all of 698 data cells, 416 have at least one NBE. The number of NBEs and the

maximum reflectivity of each datacell are scatter-plotted in Figure 5.2.The red line connects

the average number of NBEs with the same value of maximum reflectivity. The maximum

reflectivity is obviously correlated with convective strength to some degree and has been

employed by Wiens et al. 120081 to infer the relationship between NBEs and convective

strength as well. Note that radar-derived storm top is not utilized here because the value is

seriously inaccurate when the storm is very near the radar station. Figure 5.2 shows that the

average NBE rate increases with the maximum reflectivity of smaller than 58 dBZ. The large

variation of NBE rates when the maximum reflectivity is larger than 58 dBZ is probably

because of small sample of data cells. This result is in accordance with previous studies [e.g.,

lliens et a\.,20081 and also justifies this cell-creation procedure in this study.

48 50 52 54 56 58 60

Maximum reflectivity (dBZ)

Figure 5.2 A scatterplot of NBE rate versus maximum reflectivity for each data cell. The red line connects

the mean value of NBE rate of each value of maximum reflectivity.

Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of percentages of -NBEs of each data cell. A

pronouncing feature in Figure 5.3 is that there are 218 data cells having only *NBEs,

accounting for 52.4%o of all data cells with at least one NBE. Besides, 29 data cells have only

-NBEs. The number of data cells with only one polarity NBEs is247, accounting for 59.4Yo
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of all data cells with at least one NBE. From another perspective, the percentages of -NBEs in

9 storms in this study are 40.loh, 54.2Vo, 13.zyo, 17.6yo, 75.7o/o, 41.4o/o,27 .|yo,35.0o/o,9.5yo,

respectively. Clearly most storms have more +NBEs than -NBEs, and both polarities of NBEs

occur in the same storm. These results indicate that on a small time scale (6 min in this study),

NBEs tend to occur as the same polarity; that is, NBEs of the same polarity tend to cluster in a

short period. However, on the time scale of a storm, NBEs of both polarities are produced.

{0"0.1} [0.1,0.21 102.0.3) [03.0.4] {0.4.0sr 10.5.06) [06,0.7] I07.08) {0"8.0,e) l0e. 1)

Percentage of -NBEs

Pigure 5.3 Dishibution of percentages of -NBEs in each data cell.

Jacobson and Heavner [20051and lf/iens et al. [2008] have both statistically studied the

ratio of +NBEs to -NBEs in a given storm. Jacobson and Heavner [20051, on the basis of
LASA observation in Florida, found that a given storm rarely produced both polarities of
NBEs. However, Wiens et al. 120081 found that both polarities of NBEs often occurred in the

same storm in Great Plains. Hamlin et al. [2009] stated that the difference of NBE production

in Great Plains versus Florida possibly indicated the difference in the storms themselves.

However, it should be noted that both analyses by Jacobson and Heavner [2005] and Wens et

al. 120081were based on grid cells having duration of 10 min. Here I have demonstrated that

at a short time scale NBEs tend to be of single polarity. As shown above, 59.4% of data cells

have only one polarity of NBEs, which is likely corresponding to the result of .,/acobson and

Heavner [20051.It seems that both of the above analyses could only show the ratio of +NBEs

to -NBEs at atime scale of 10 min instead of a given storm. For 9 storms in this study, every

storm produces both polarities of NBEs, and it is very likely that for a given storm in both of
Florida and Great Plain, it also produces both polarities of NBEs.

Although +NBEs are more prevalent, the biggest number of -NBEs in one data cell is

larger than that of +NBEs. The three largest numbers of -NBEs in one data cell are95,77,
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and 51. And the three largest numbers of +NBEs in one data cell are 67, 48, and 46. Three

data cells have total duration of only 18 min, but they account for 19.41o/o and 7.22Yo,

respectively, of all -NBEs and +NBEs. This clearly demonstrates the temporal compactness

of NBE occurrences, which has also been pointed out by previous studies le.g., Jacobson and

Heavner, 2005]. And this result indicates that -NBEs are more pronounced than +NBEs in

such characteristic.

Percentage of -NBEs in each storm varies considerably, from 9.5%oto 54.20 .It seems

that the percentage of -NBEs in a storm is connected with the convective strength. Figure 5.4

depicts the mean maximum reflectivity versus the percentage of -NBEs in each storm, and

they are linearly fitted with a correlation coefficient of 0.62. The mean maximum reflectivity

is calculated by averaging the maximum reflectivity of all data cells in a given storm. The

trend for the mean maximum reflectivity to increase with the percentage of-NBEs is obvious.

This result probably has certain associations with the fact that the heights of -NBEs are

mostly larger than that of +NBEs. Since maximum reflectivity is related with convective

strength and height of cloud top to some degree, this result may indicate that the higher a

thunderstorm develops the greater possibility it has to produce -NBEs.

Figure 5.4 A scatterplot of the mean maximum reflectivity versus percentage of-NBEs in each storm. The

mean maximum reflectivity is calculated by averaging the maximum reflectivity of all data cells in a given
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5.2 NBE location relative to a thundercloud

In Chapter 4,Ihave demonstrated that +NBE and -NBE are associated with different

charge layers. +NBE is produced between the main negative charge layer and the upper

positive charge layer while -NBE is produced between the upper positive charge layer and the

negative screening charge layer (Figure 4.6). However, discharge heights of some -NBEs are

estimated to be significantly higher than the tropopause lSmith et al., 2004; Nag et al., 20101,

which is difficult to understand because thundercloud has little chance to develop to such

height. In my calculation of NBE height in Chapter 4, I showed that no NBE is higher than20

km, and extremely large results in previous studies are probably due to computation errors.

However, so far there is still no direct evidence to prove that -NBEs, occurring higher than 15

km or even close to 20 km, are inside thundercloud.

With the observation of PAR with very high temporal and spatial resolution as well as LF

lightning location system in Osaka region, we have the first chance to reveal NBE location

relative to a thundercloud.

5 .2. I Horizantal structure

First I compare NBE location with horizontal structure of thunderstorm to examine

whether NBEs always correspond to the most vigorous region of thunderstorm. Locations of

NBEs usually correspond well with the region of strongest convection (indicated by the

largest 20-dBZ height) as shown in Figure 5.5(a) and 5.5(b). In Figure 5.5(a) the 20-dBZ

height is 9.0 km and NBE height is 5.9 km. In Figure 5.5(b), the20-dBZ height is 13.6 km

and NBE height is 10.7 km. The region where NBE is produced has the largest cloud top

height at that moment. It appears that NBE is selective for the deepest convection. Such

corresponding relationship has been suggested and reported by many studies lJacobson and

Heavner,2005; Wiens et a1.,20081.

However, the actual situation is more complicated. Figure 5.5(c)-(f) are from two

independent thunderstorms on August 14,2012. Cloud tops of these two thunderstorms stayed

higher than 15 km for a long time, which is not common in Osaka region. These two

thunderstorms produced 150 +NBEs (65%) and ll -NBEs (50%). +NBEs in these two

thunderstorms are apparently not selective for the deepest convection; instead, they converge

around, and outside of, the region with deepest convection. [n Figure 5.5(c) and 5.5(d),

locations of several +NBEs form a circle right around the region with the highest cloud top,

and all NBEs are located in regions with 20-dBZ height lower than 15 km. In Figure 5.5(e),

four +NBEs are located at one side of the l5-km contour. In Figure 5.5(f), two -NBEs (with

the same location, also shown in Figure 5.6(d)) are located almost right at the center of the

thunderstorm, but seven +NBEs are scattered near the edge of the thunderstorm. Such feature
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can also be found in other thunderstorms, but it seems most pronounced in very deep

convections.
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One possible explanation for such phenomenon is that under intense updraft, ice crystals

with positive charges are elevated to a higher altitude while graupels (larger and heavier)

carrying negative charges still stay in the mixed-phase region, thus reducing electric field
between these two charge layers, which are responsible for the production of +NBEs.

Therefore +NBEs are more inclined to occur outside of the deepest convective region.

Another reason may be that as cloud top extends into higher altitude, it becomes easier to
form the screening negative charge layer due to increase of atmospheric conductivity

f,Riousset et al., 2010]. Such screening negative charge layer can reduce the net electric field
between the main negative charge layer and the upper positive charge layer and reduce the
possibility of +1138 production in this region.

5 .2.2 Vertical structure

In this section, locations of NBEs, especially -NBEs, are compared with vertical
structure of thunderstorm to examine whether they are all inside thundercloud.

Figure 5.6 shows some examples of range-height indicator (RHD of reflectivity with
NBE locations. Figure 5.6(a) shows a +NBE of 5.7 km inside a thundercloud with top height

of about 9 km. Figure 5.6(b) shows a much more vigorous thunderstorm with top height of
about 14 km. Three +NBEs are produced at the upper part of the thundercloud. In fact, all
+NBEs analyzed in this study are found to be well inside thunderclouds regardless of
storm-top heights.

The situation for -NBEs is quite different. Figure 5.6(c) shows two -NBEs right at the

upper boundary of the thundercloud. Because the PAR is designed for observation of up to
l5-km altitude, only fragments of reflectivity above 15 km can be captured by the end of
some beams as shown in Figure 5.6. However, the upper cloud boundary can still be roughly
figured out. In Figure 5.6(c), one -NBE is at the inner side and the other at the outer side of
the upper boundary. A +NBE is produced outside of the reflectivity core similar with those

analyzed in section 5.2.1. Figure 5.6(d) shows another two -NBEs. The cloud top is higher
than 15 km and difficult to discern, but the two NBEs seem to be quite close to the cloud top.
Figure 5.6(e) shows similar situation with Figure 5.6(d). It also shows a +NBE at the verge of
the reflectivity core. The -NBE in Figure 5.6(f) is well inside and the one in Figure 5.6(9) is
well outside of the thundercloud, somehow different from other cases. The one inside
thundercloud may be due to lower altitude of the upper positive charge layer, and the one

outside thundercloud may be due to transient overshooting that is not captured by the PAR.

Figure 5.6(h) shows a very low -NBE (13.3 km), which is also right at the top of the
thundercloud.
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+NBEs and red points represent -NBEs within + I 5 seconds of the radar time.

In summary, +NBEs are always well inside thundercloud while -NBEs are usually at the

upper boundary of the thundercloud. Sometimes -NBEs are at the inner side of the boundary

while sometimes they are at the outer side, which may be due to different situations analyzed

above. Figure 5.7 shows a scatterplot of discharge height of all NBEs versus 20-dBZ height of
parent thunderstorms. I use 20-dBZ height to indicate the storm top height, but it should be

noted that the actual storm-top height is a little higher than 20-dBZ height. -NBEs are

generally higher than +NBEs. One -NBE is exceptional low (8.1 km), which may be similar

with three -NBEs around 7 km analyzed in Chapter 4. It may indicate that -NBEs can also be

produced below the main negative charge layeq but it is more likely that such low -NBEs are

different from other -NBEs in certain respect such as VHF radiation characteristics. But such

cases are very rare, and I will not further discuss them here.

Apart from the exceptionally low one, the lowest -NBE is 13.3 km and the highest one is

16.0 km. Most of -NBEs are clustered around the line of equal NBE height and 20-dBZ

height, indicating -NBEs occur near the upper boundary of thunderclouds. *NBEs, on the

other hand, are usually much lower than the 20-dBZ height. As the 20-dBZ height increases,

some *NBEs also reach quite close to the cloud top, but all of them are still inside the

thundercloud. Such result is consistent with the notion that +NBEs are produced below and -
NBEs above the upper positive charge layer.
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Figure 5.7 Height of all NBEs in this study versus 20-dBZ height of their parent thunderclouds. At the

black line, NBE height equals 20-dBZheight.

By comparing discharge heights of NBEs in Osaka (Figure 5.7) with those in China

(Figure 4.5), we can see that NBEs in Osaka are much lower than those in China. The

difference for -NBEs is especially large. In Osaka, the highest NBE is only 16.0 km while the

one in China is 19.9 km and most of -NBEs in China are higher than 16 km. Such difference

is probably due to much lower vertical extent of thunderstorms in Osaka. Thunderstorms

extending up to 15 km are quite rare in Osaka, and these thunderstorms produced several -
NBEs. In China, such thunderstorms are probably more frequent and their vertical extents are

also much larger, resulting in more frequent and higher -NBEs. In conclusion, -NBEs are

produced at the cloud top of some very vigorous thunderstorms. As the thunderstorm grows

higher, the discharge height of-NBE also becomes higher.
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Chapter 6

Discussions

6.1 Does winter thunderstorm produce NBE?

Lightning discharges produced in winter thunderstorm in Japan has been widely known

for their special feafures. For example, cloud-to-ground lightning lowering positive charge

constitutes a much higher percentage in winter thunderstorm than in summer thunderstorm

lBrook et al., 19821. Bipolar flashes lNarita et al., 19891 and upward flashes lSaito et al.,

20091 occur more frequently in winter thunderstorm. Electric field change waveforms

produced by return stroke (RS) in winter thunderstorm also shows different fine structures

llshii and Hojo, 1989]. It is currently unclear whether winter thunderstorm can produce NBE.

During our observations in Hokuriku during the winter of 2010-2011, we failed to find any

NBE. It seems that winter thunderstorm cannot produce NBE. However, we observed a type

of special large bipolar pulse that shares some similarities with NBE and yet different from

NBE. Such special bipolar pulse is also different from normal bipolar pulse of regular

intracloud discharges in that it is apparently not associated with any other discharge processes.

Therefore we name it as "isolated large bipolar pulse" (ILBP). We have recorded 14 ILBPs in

this observation. In this section I will analyze waveform characteristics of ILBP and compare

it with NBE.

Figure 6.1 shows a typical waveform of ILBP in both 1 second and I millisecond time

scales. Such wavefonn is different from various types of pulses produced by lightning

discharges. First, ILBP is different from radiation waveforms produced by regular intracloud

discharge processes as shown by Weidman and Krider 119791. Pulses of regular intracloud

discharges usually have much more complex fine structures with small pulses superimposed

on the initial half cycle while ILBPs shows simple and smooth change. Second, ILBP is

different from bipolar pulses of initial breakdown in that initial breakdown pulses always

form pulse trains lasting on the order of I ms lBrook et al., 1982; Ushio et al., 19981 while

ILBP appears as a single pulse not associated with any other discharge processes. Third, ILBP

is also different from NBE. For NBE, peak magnitude of initial polarity is usually much larger

than that of overshoot lSmith et al., 1999] while for ILBP, peak magnitudes of two polarities

are quite close.

ILBP is sometimes followed by a small pulse about several hundred microseconds later
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as shown in Figure 6.1. Such small pulse is produced by ionospheric reflection of radiation

signal of ILBP. Contrarily, NBE is usually followed by two reflection pulses as analyzed in

section 3.3. The first one is produced by NBE signal reflected from the ionosphere and the

second one is produced by the NBE signal first reflected by the ground and then by the

ionosphere. The fact that ILBP only has one reflection pulse indicates that its source height is

quite close to the ground as is a common situation for lightning discharges in winter

thunderstorm.

|LBP !
lonosphenc refeclioo

:ll、

“ヽⅢ                            Ⅲ́Ⅲ                        …………Ⅲ……
V

500

Time (ms)

Figure 6.1. Tlpical waveform of ILBP shown in both I second and 1 millisecond scale.

One important feature of ILBP is that its positive and negative peak amplitudes are quite

close. The ratio of the main positive peak to the negative peak is in the range of 0.9-1.3 with a

mean value of 1.14, indicating amplitudes of positive and negative ends are generally similar

with each other. By comparison, NBE usually has much larger initial peak amplitude than its

overshoot amplitude. The ratio of initial peak amplitude to overshoot amplitude of NBE is on

average 8.8 for 18 NBEs and 9.1 for 6 NBEs as reported by Willett et al.ll989l and2.7 for 24

NBEs as reported by Smith et al.ll999l. In fact, the initial positive half cycle and the negative

half cycle of ILBP are symmetrical to some extent. Not only do they have close peak

amplitudes, but they also have similar pulse widths. Such feature is not common for
waveforms produced by lightning discharge processes.

Pulse width of ILBP is mainly between 7-19 1ts with a mean value of 12.6 ps. This is

generally larger than the pulse width of NBE. Pulse widths of NBEs reported by Le Vine

[1980] were less than 10 ps. ln some studies, only waveforms with pulse width of less thanT

ps were identified as NBE fWu et al., 20111. On the other hand, pulse widths of ILBPs are

generally smaller than that of RS. The zero-crossing time of radiation field produced by RS is

on average 49 ps in Sweden and 89 ps in Sri Lanka as reported by Cooray and Lundquist

f 19851 and 54 ps in Florida as reportedby Lin et al. [1979). Ishii and Hojo [1989] reported

that zero-crossing time of RS in winter is smaller, with mean values of 40 ps for -RS and 93
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ps for +RS. As a result, pulse width of ILBPs is generally larger than that of NBEs and

smaller than that of RSs.

ILBPs also tend to be temporally isolated with other lightning discharge processes. In
other words, ILBP tends to occur as an independent and probably complete discharge event. I
could only find one ILBP that seems to be associated with other lightning processes as shown

in Figure 6.2. Due to lack of location information, I am not able to confirm whether the ILBP

is truly related with the following discharge processes. It is also possible that they are actually

independent discharge processes coincidentally occurring within small time intervals. The

characteristic of temporal isolation of ILBP is also similar with NBE, which is usually found

isolated with other discharge processes but sometimes also appears as the initiation process of
regular infracloud discharge (section 3.2).
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Figure 6.2 An ILBP followed by other discharge processes shown in both 100 ms and 1 ms scale.

ILBP is similar with NBE in several respects, but at the same time, it is also largely

different from NBE. Both of ILBP and NBE produce very large electric field changes that are

comparable or even larger than that of RSs. And both of them are usually isolated with other

discharge processes. On the other hand, pulse width of ILBP is generally larger than that of
NBE. For ILB| the positive and negative peak magnitudes are usually almost the same and

two polarities are symmetrical to some extent, but for NBE, the initial peak magnitude is

usually much larger than the overshoot peak magnitude. Both polarities of NBEs are

frequently observed, while only one polarity of ILBPs has been observed.

According to its polarity (positive as in atmospheric sign convention), ILBP should be

produced below the main negative charge layer of a thunderstorm. However, it is unclear

whether ILBP is produced between the main negative charge layer and the lower positive

charge layer or it is connected with the ground as -RS. If it is a type of intracloud discharge, it
may be a special version of NBE in winter thunderstorm. Summer thunderstorms frequently

produce NBE, but we could not find any NBE in winter thunderstorm. Perhaps the processes

producing NBE in summer thunderstorm, with some special meteorological conditions of
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winter thunderstorm, result in ILBP. After all, ILBP and NBE share certain similarities. To

further examine this hypothesis, VHF observation of ILBP should be carried out. NBE

produces extremely strong VHF radiation, and it would be very interesting to know whether

ILBP produces strong VHF radiation.

6.2 Hcightthreshold for NBE production

When comparing distributions of NBE discharge height in Guangzhou and Chongqing

(Figure 4.5),it is interesting to note that height distributions of -NBEs are almost the same,

while that of +NBES are largely different in these two regions. Average heights of -NBEs in

these two regions are also very close, while that of +NBEs differ by more than 2 km (Table

4.1). It seems that large number of +NBEs cluster below 10 km in Chongqing, while +NBEs

in Guangzhou distribute relatively evenly between 9 and 15 km.

Another difference worth noting is that the percentage of -NBE is much larger in

Guangzhou than in Chongqing. The number of -NBEs in Guangzhou is about half of the

number of *NBEs, while that in Chongqing is only about one fifth of +NBEs. According to

the conclusion in section 5.1 thatpercentage of -NBE increases as convective strength of the

thunderstorm increases, it seems that thunderstorms in Guangzhou have stronger convection

than that in Chongqing. This can also be inferred from frequencies of -RS in these two

regions. In Guangzhou, 138,148 -RSs were detected in 19 days, equivalent to 7271-RSs per

day. In Chongqing,174,756 -RSs were detected in about two months, equivalent to about

2913 -RSs per day, much smaller than that in Guangzhou. From another perspective, I

compared 50 largest hourly rates of total discharge events and -RSs in Guangzhou and

Chongqing. In Guangzhou, the 50 largest hourly rates of total discharge events range from

22215 to 3203 counts per hour, much larger than that in Chongqing, which range from 2410

to 1288 counts per hour. The 50 largest hourly rates of -RSs in Guangzhou range from 5826

to 853 counts per hour, also larger than that in Chongqing, which range from 1437 to 776

counts per hour. Given the fact that the lightning detection network in Chongqing has more

observation stations and covers larger area than that in Guangzhou (see section 2.1), it should

be concluded that thunderstorms are generally more vigorous in Guangzhou than in

Chongqing.

Combining these two differences, we speculate on a possible explanation. It is likely that

-NBEs can only be produced above certain height. When the charge layers responsible for *
NBE production are lifted above certain height, -NBEs can be produced, otherwise -NBEs
can rarely occur. Such "critical heighf is around 15 km according to the result ofthis study.

Since thunderstorms in Chongqing are generally less vigorous than that in Guangzhou,

thunderclouds in Chongqing are generally lower and the upper charge layers have less chance
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to develop above the critical height, resulting in much smaller percentage of -NBEs in

Chongqing. Normally the middle charge layers responsible for +NBE production are also

lower in Chongqing than that in Guangzhou, so *NBE discharge heights in Chongqing are

also lower. However, because of the limitation imposed by the "critical height", discharge

heights of -NBEs are almost the same in Chongqing and Guangzhou; the difference is that -
NBE percentage is much smaller in Chongqing because thunderclouds in Chongqing have

less chance to develop to the critical height.

The higher the upper charge layers are lifted above the critical height, the larger chance -
NBEs can be produced. However, it is difficult for thundercloud tops to penetrate the

tropopause. Competition of such two limitations results in distribution peak between 17 and

18 km for -NBE discharge height. +NBE production should also have a critical height, which

is possibly around 7 km. The upper limit for the height of middle charge layers responsible for
+NBE production seems to be around 17 km, so +NBEs can occur between 7 km and 17 km,

much larger a range than that of -NBEs. Therefore +NBEs have the "space" to show large

difference in height distributions in two regions. However, although average discharge heights

of +NBEs in two regions differ by more than 2 km, the minimum values only differ by 0.6 km,

indicating a lower height limit for +NBEs. The minimum discharge heights of -NBEs in these

two regions are also very close (14.6 km and l4.l km, see discussion in section 4.3),

supporting our hypothesis.

Under this hypothesis, -NBE will rarely occur befween the lower positive charge layer

and the main negative charge layer (Figure 4.6), because these charge layers have very little

opportunity to be lifted above the critical height of -NBE (around l5 km). This also results in

the fact that -NBEs are usually much fewer than *NBEs, because it is much easier for charge

layers responsible for +NBE production to reach the critical height.

Such a hypothesis indicates an initiation mechanism of NBE in which there is energy

injecting into thunderclouds from space. The higher a thundercloud develops, the larger

energy it receives, and the larger chance there is that NBEs can be produced. Such notion is

also consistent with the phenomenon that -NBEs are usually more powerful than +NBEs pZz

et a1.,2011]. A possible candidate for such mechanism is runaway breakdown mechanism

[e.g., Rozssel-Dupre and Gurevich, 1996] and likely included with relativistic feedback to

increase multiplication of energetic electrons fDwyea 20031.In such mechanism, cosmic ray

particles play a critical role. There are also some studies trying to relate runaway breakdown

mechanism to NBE phenomenology fGurevich and Zybin,2004; Gurevich and Zybin,2005l,

but details are still missing to account for differences between +NBE and -NBE.
If our hypothesis is true, a direct result is that NBEs will not be produced in some

regions where thunderstorms are lower as illustrated in Figure 6.3. It shows as the latitude

increases, the height of tropopause decreases, which sets a limitation on the development of
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thunderstorms. When the charge layers responsible for production of NBEs cannot develop

above the critical height, NBEs will not be produced. Such mechanism is in accordance with

some observations. Lu et al. 12012) reported that their observation in northeast China (51'N)

only recorded +NBE without any -NBE. Sharma et al. [2011] reported that no NBE was

observed in Sweden (59.8oN, 17.6'E). And our observation result in winter thunderstorm

(section 6.1) agrees with this mechanism, because winterthunderstorm is very low so charge

layers cannot reach the critical height for NBE production.

20km

Critical lleight for -NBE

Tropopause

ritical Height for +NBE

Latitudc

Figure 6.3 Illustration of "critical height" hypothesis and production of NBE in different latitudes.

Our observation in Osaka region (section 5.2) is also consistent with such hypothesis,

especially for-NBE. Discharge heights of -NBEs in this study range from 13.3 to 16.0 km

(except of the especially low one), and most of them are between 14 and 16 km. Such

distribution resembles the lower tail of the distributions in Cuangzhou and Chongqing of
China (see Figure 4.5). In Osaka region, thunderstorms with cloud top of higher than l5 km

are very rare (the PAR is only designed for observation of up to l5 km). Most thunderstorms

in Osaka region only developed to around l2krn or even lower, and no -NBEs were produced.

Cloud tops of some rare cases analyzed in section 5.2 exceeded the critical height and

produced several -NBEs. The highest -NBE is only 16.0 km in this study, compared with

larger than 16 km for majority of -NBEs in south China, which is also a manifestation of
much lower storm top in Osaka region than that in south China.
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6.3 Monitoring severe thunderstorm with NBE
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A major question in NBE research is that whether NBE can be used to indicate severe

thunderstorm. When analyzing the relationship between NBE and thunderstorm, previous

studies usually make no discrimination between positive and negative NBEs, which is

probably the reason that the correlation between NBE rate and convective strength is weak.

As I have demonstrated in this thesis, there are large differences between *NBE and -NBE,
so I suggest that +NBE and -NBE should be discriminated before their relationship with

thunderstorm is analyzed. And according to my analysis in Chapter 5, it seems that -NBE is

more useful and accurate in indicating the deepest convection.

As analyzed in section 5.2, -NBEs are only produced in the most vigorous

thunderstorms (usually higher than l4 km), and -NBEs always occur near the upper boundary

of the thundercloud. Therefore, if we can detect -NBE and determine its height, we can

estimate the thunderstorm top height right from the -NBE height. Even if we cannot

determine NBE height, we can roughly decide the severity of thunderstorm by the presence of

-NBE. As long as -NBE is produced, the thunderstorm has probably developed above at least

14 km, which is quite severe. In this way, severe thunderstorms can be conveniently

monitored by detecting -NBEs.
I will further analyze two thunderstorm observed in Guangzhou which produced both

positive and negative NBEs. I will show the association between production of -NBEs and

deep convection.

Observations of a conventional C-band Doppler weather radar is employed here (Figure

2.1). Since radar observations of targets at high altitudes (roughly above l5 km in this dataset)

have low resolution reflectivity, making it seriously inaccurate to determine cloud top of

higher than 15 km from radar echo top, here I define two quantities to roughly infer storm

structures: total volume of reflectivity larger than 30 dBZ (Vro) and total volume of

reflectivity larger than 30 dBZ above 15 km (40_,r).Two adjacent thunderstorms producing

more -NBEs than +NBEs observed in Guangzhou in August 8,2007 are selected. These two

thunderstorms are selected because they are in appropriate distances (between 60 and 100 km)

from the radar station; they are close to the lightning location network (less than 120 km), so

the location accuracy is high; and they both have clear boundaries, making the analysis easy.

Figure 6.4 shows the time series of +NBE rate, -NBE rate and the value of Vro and Vro-rr.

Bursts of -NBEs are clearly associated with abrupt increases of V.o-r, but V* does not

show obvious variation accordingly, indicating that changes of the storms mainly occur above

l5 km; that is, the storms are developing higher during the bursts of -NBEs. Although it is so

far unclear why variations of Vro_.,, are always several minutes ahead of variations of -NBE
rate, the connection between -NBE production and deep convection is obvious, which is also

consistent with the finding that a thunderstorm has higher tendency to produce -NBEs as it is

more vigorous (section 5.1). It is important to note that in these two cases, 30-dBZ heights are
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higher than 15 km when Vro-rr>0, so thundercloud tops are probably comparable to the

discharge height of -NBEs in this region (16 to 19 km) during bursts of -NBEs. This
phenomenon is also consistent with charge structure in Figure 4.6; when -NBEs are produced,

thunderclouds are developing higher, and charge layers are lifted to the height comparable to
the discharge height of NBEs. Such thunderstorms are quite severe, so production of -NBE
can well indicate severe thunderstorm.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This thesis analyzed multiple characteristics of NBE based on observation of NBE in
different regions. Because we have recorded large number of both polarities of NBEs, we
have the chance to comprehensively compare +NBE with -NBE from different respects. As
for the difference between +NBE and -NBE, the major findings are as follows:

1. NBEs generally produce larger electric field changes than -RSs do, and -NBEs are

generally more energetic than +NBEs. The normalized peak amplitude of electric field
changes produced by -NBEs is on average about 1.6 times of that produced by +NBEs, and -
NBEs have higher possibility to produce extremely large electric field changes.

. 2. NBEs tend to be isolated with other discharge processes, andlarger portion of -NBEs
than that of +NBEs are ternporally isolated with other discharge processes on a timescale of
10 ms.

3. -NBEs mostly occur at higher altitudes than +NBEs do. In Guangzhou and

Chongqing of China, most of -NBEs occur between 16 and 19 km, while most of +NBEs

occur between 8 and 16 km.
4. -NBEs are generally rarer than +NBEs. Out of 9 storms in Guangzhou, 8 storms

produce more *NBEs than -NBEs. But both +NBEs and *NBEs occur in every stonn.

5. Considering some short periods that have largest rates of *NBEs or -NBEs, there are

significantly larger portion of -NBEs than that of +NBEs occurring in these periods. It
indicates that *NBE's occurrences are mofe temporally compact.

6. The percentage of -NBEs in a given storm has the trend to increase with the

convective strength.

These differences are related with each other. First, -NBEs are generally higher than

+NBEs (the third difference) and are associated with thunderstorms with cloud top higher

than about 14 km. This requires the thunderstorm producing them to be extremely vigorous,

which is likely related with the sixth difference. Besides, the region where -NBEs occur

probably corresponds to the region between upper positive charge layer and the screening

charge layer, where normal lightning discharges can rcrely occur, while the region where

+NBEs occur is almost the same as the region where normal intracloud discharges occur. This

may determine that -NBEs are more temporally isolated with other discharge processes (the

second difference).

Since -NBEs are often accompanied by extremely vigorous storms, such vigorous

storms usually provide large amount of energy, which may be responsible for -NBE's
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energetic discharges (the first difference) and extremely high rates in some short periods (the

fifth difference). At the same time, such vigorous state can rarely last for a long time, which

makes -NBEs relatively rarer (the fourth difference).

One important result of this thesis is that -NBEs occur at higher altitudes than +NBEs

do. Although there are other studies on this issue, my calculation is more accurate and it

shows that although many -NBEs can be higher than the tropopause, but extremely high -
NBEs (higher than 20 km) are quite unlikely. Based on this result, previous speculation that

some NBE might occur as upward discharge above the thunderstorm can be negated.

Analysis of variations of NBE discharge heights in two thunderstorms showed that

NBEs can be produced at any position between corresponding charge layers. *NBEs are

generally higher when -NBEs are occurring in the same period, and for a given short time

period in a single thunderstorm, -NBEs are always higher than +NBEs. This result confirms

the charge layer structures for NBE production illustrated in Figure 4.6.

Our observation in Osaka region used PAR for the first time for study of NBE. The

PAR observation with high temporal and spatial resolution revealed spatial relationship

befween NBE and thunderstorm. The result showed that NBEs usually correspond well with

the deepest convection, but in some thunderstorms with intense updraft extending above 15

km, +NBEs are produced at the periphery instead of the center, of the deepest convection.

This may be because of decrease of electric field due to elevation of the upper positive charge

layer or formation of screeningnegative charge layer in the region of the deepest convection.

+NBEs are usually lower than -NBEs. +NBEs are always produced well inside thundercloud

while -NBEs are usually close to the upper boundary of the thundercloud. -NBEs were only

produced in a few thunderstorms with the deepest convection while numerous thunderstorms

with shallower convection did not produce any -NBE, a phenomenon consistent with "critical

height" hypothesis discussed in section 6.2.

Based on these findings, I suggested away to monitor severe thunderstorms with -NBE.
Because -NBEs are only produced in the most vigorous thunderstorms usually higher than 14

km and always occur near the upper boundary of the thundercloud, if we can detect -NBE
and determine its height, we can estimate the thunderstorm top height right from the -NBE
height. Even if we cannot determine NBE height (as most lightning location systems do), we

can roughly decide the severity of thunderstorm by the presence of -NBE. Such a way of
monitoring severe thunderstonn is very convenient and has broad implication for

thunderstorm remote sensins.
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